How to get to the Hotel Zirmes in Moena
If you are coming from Trento, take the Egna motorway exit. Follow signs for Cavalese. You will pass
through the towns of Montagna, San Lugano and, lastly, Stazione where you will find a fork in the road
leading to either Cavalese or Val di Fassa; stay on the left and follow signs for Val di Fassa. The road goes
right down to the valley floor; go straight on until you reach Moena, but...

At the roundabout take the second exit, following
signs for Canazei, as Moena’s town centre is closed
to traffic.
Do not go into Moena. Take the new ring road and
continue straight on until you reach the next
roundabout…

At said roundabout, take the first exit, continuing
to follow signs for Canazei. You will immediately
find a tunnel, at the end of which there is the last
roundabout…

This last roundabout means that you’re almost
there.
Take the second exit, following signs for Moena
zona rossa, and drive down towards the Hotel
Zirmes. You are on strada Pecè, or Pecè road; the
hotel is on your left …

The Hotel Zirmes is on your left, in a position
slightly elevated from the road.
ATTENTION: if you go straight on, you will enter
Moena exactly in the point where access is
forbidden to vehicles! Please pay careful attention:
there is no existing pass that will allow you to drive
through Moena on this road. Remember this
during your holiday with us!
SUGGESTION: do not turn immediately into the
hotel, but continue for a further 50 m, where you
will find a small roundabout that will allow you to
turn round and enter the hotel more comfortably.

And there’s the Hotel Zirmes, where you arrive as a guest but leave as a friend!

